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Shows and Conferences...
Here are some shows and conferences that may be of
interest. Call us if you’d like more details.

IEEE EMC Symposium... August 18-22, 1997, at the
Austin Convention Center in Austin, TX. Daryl will be
presenting a session on “EMC Design in Power Sup-
plies," also the topic of this issue of the KGB.  Hope to
see many of you in Austin, enjoying some of that
famous Texas hospitality.  Y’all come now, hear?

Portable by Design... September 17, 1997, at the
Burlington Mariott in Burlington, MA.  This is part of
the Microwave and RF show sponsored by Electronic
Design Magazine.  Bill will be doing a one day
seminar on EMC design issues relevant to portable
products.

1998 EMI Winter Getaway... Even though it’s the
middle of summer, we’re already planning for our
special Design for EMC seminars with the optional
EMC Troubleshooting session.  Planned for February,
one will be in Orlando, and one will be in Phoenix.
Need a winter break with some sunshine?  Come join us.

Thirteenth Annual Minnesota EMC Event...  Back
by popular demand in April 1998 at the Thunderbird
Hotel in Bloomington, MN. More details in the next KGB.

EMC Seminars...
We’re closing in on five years with Tektronix as the
sponsor of our popular Design For EMC seminars.
Past attendees tell us they really like our emphasis on
practical EMC solutions (design tips & techniques).
After five years, the presentation is well polished and
full of punch. (I t’s fresh too... we update it at least
twice a year, based on the “real-world” problems we
see as full time EMC consulting engineers.)

Design for EMC is also available in-house, and has
been very popular. (If you have 12 or more, it be-
comes quite cost effective.)  We also offer other in-
house classes, such as Grounding & Shielding,
Medical Design for EMC, and more.  Based on
client inputs, we are also considering  a one day class
on Understanding EMC Regulations.   Call 1-888-
EMI-GURU if you are interested in any of these semi-
nars... public or private.   (Public classes offered in a
wide range of cities throughout the year.)

Welcome to KGB...
And to this issue of our “personal communications”
to our friends, clients, and colleagues about EMI
issues, problems and solutions.

This issue discusses EMI in power supplies.  In the
past , most power supply EMI problems were con-
ducted emissions.  Recently, however, we’ve been
seeing an increase in radiated emissions problems
from power supplies, plus immunity problems with
RF and ESD. In this issue, we’ll take a quick look at
some of the power supply EMI problems we are
running into these days.

Fortunately, most power supply designers are sensi-
tive to these problems. But some of these problems
are quite subtle, so even an off the shelf supply
may still hold some EMI surprises.  If you are design-
ing your own supply, maybe we can help you avoid
some of the more common EMI problems you might
encounter.

As always,  give us a call if we can help you out
with any of your EMI problems — from lowly power
supplies to full systems.

Best Regards,
Daryl Gerke, PE, and Bill Kimmel, PE

P.S.  Thanks to all of you for your support and
confidence in us over the years.  1997 is our Tenth
Anniversary in business as full time EMC consulting
engineers.  I t has been a sincere pleasure working
with so many of you.
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Extra EMC help...
As mentioned in past KGBs, we’ve made arrangements

with two professional colleagues for additional EMC

support.  Since then, several of you have had the chance

to work with our very capable associates.

Dr. Tom Chesworth, PE, is a “practical PhD” with many

years of EMC experience.  He also publishes Electromag-

netic News Report, a newsletter on EMC issues. Tom

resides in State College, PA.

Bill Ritenour has 30+ years of EMC experience, as in

quite experienced with ESD, EMC, and the European EMC

regulations. Bill resides in Boulder, CO.

We are pleased to have both Tom and Bill helping us and

our clients solve EMC problems in a timely fashion.

EMI -Toolkit® Software ...
EMI-Toolkit®  is a collection of over thirty of our
favorite EMI formulas, graphs, and tables that we

use on a regular basis as EMI consulting engineers.

I t’s like having an EMI reference book (or perhaps

even an EMI consultant) at your fingertips.

Still only $100 for a single user copy.  Network and

site licenses also available.  Call 1-888-EMI-GURU  or

check our Web Page at http://www.emiguru.com.
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Reprints... EDN Magazine’s Designer’s
Guide to Electromagnetic Compatibility...

This popular EMC design guide (written entirely

by us) is still available.   For your copy, call
Cahners Reprint Services at 1-800-523-9654. Only

$19.95+ shipping.

Please Requalify

Please return the enclosed card if you wish to

continue to receive Kimmel Gerke Bullets.  If you

joined us or updated in the last few months, you

can disregard this request.  If in doubt, send in the

card and we’ll make sure you stay on our mail list.

Since many businesses no longer deliver bulk mail,

feel free to use your home address.  Besides, if you

change companies, you’ll still receive the KGB.  By

the way, our mail list is PRIVATE... it is never used by

anyone else.


